MISSING ENDANGERED ELDERLY FEMALE

84 year old Sandra Stahl is suffering multiple health and depression issues and takes pain medications. She recently had shoulder surgery and it may be bandaged. Today around 2:30 pm she rented a Silver 2013 Nissan Maxima, telling the rental agency she was driving to San Diego to visit grandkids. She does not have any grandkids in San Diego. A short time later her son found a suicide note left in her home. Stahl left in a similar fashion in 2012 and was later found by Border Patrol attempting to enter Canada.

Beaverton Police are asking for help in location Stahl or the rental car. Anybody with information on her whereabouts or believes they have seen Stahl or the car are asked to call Beaverton Police at 503.629.0111.

84 year old Sandra J. Stahl
5’ 5” 190 pounds. Hazel eyes and grey hair. Unknown clothing.
Vehicle: Silver 2013 Nissan Maxima California plate 6WJM894